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Coupled forward-adjoint Monte Carlo simulation
of spatial-angular light fields to determine optical
sensitivity in turbid media

Adam R. Gardner,a,b Carole K. Hayakawa,a,b and Vasan Venugopalana,b,*
aBeckman Laser Institute, Laser Microbeam and Medical Program, 1002 Health Sciences Road, Irvine, California 92697-3010
bUniversity of California, Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, 916 Engineering Tower, Irvine, California 92697-2575

Abstract. We present a coupled forward-adjoint Monte Carlo (cFAMC) method to determine the spatially
resolved sensitivity distributions produced by optical interrogation of three-dimensional (3-D) tissue volumes.
We develop a general computational framework that computes the spatial and angular distributions of the for-
ward-adjoint light fields to provide accurate computations in mesoscopic tissue volumes. We provide full com-
putational details of the cFAMC method and provide results for low- and high-scattering tissues probed using a
single pair of optical fibers. We examine the effects of source-detector separation and orientation on the sensi-
tivity distributions and consider how the degree of angular discretization used in the 3-D tissue model impacts the
accuracy of the resulting absorption sensitivity profiles. We discuss the value of such computations for optical
imaging and the design of optical measurements. © 2014 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1

.JBO.19.6.065003]
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1 Introduction
The use of optical imaging to noninvasively determine the
optical properties of cellular and tissue volumes provides a
powerful means to determine biological structure, composition,
and function. For example, fiber optic probes are increasingly
employed for functional tissue imaging ranging from submillim-
eter to centimeter spatial scales in applications as diverse as detec-
tion of epithelial precancers,1–4 functional neuroimaging,5,6 and
rheumatoid finger joints.7 Additionally, optical approaches for
wide-field functional imaging using technologies, such as spatial
frequency domain imaging,8,9 laminar optical tomography,10,11

mesoscopic epifluorescence tomography,12 and transmission
fluorescence tomography,13 show great promise by leveraging
the detection of reflectance and fluorescent signals to provide
functional information in preclinical animal models and humans.

The use of multiply scattered light to assess tissue structure
and function leverages the sensitivity of the detected optical sig-
nals to changes in tissue composition, structure, and function.
The radiative transport equation (RTE) provides a rigorous
description of light propagation in tissue on mesoscopic and
macroscopic spatial scales. However, the quantification of tissue
function from optical measurements depends largely on the abil-
ity to model and predict the remitted optical signal based on
knowledge of tissue optical properties. As such, a key element
to the accurate quantification and assignment of optical proper-
ties is the ability to determine spatial distributions of the signal
sensitivity to local tissue changes. These spatially resolved sen-
sitivity distributions and their calculation are of key significance
for optical measurement design and resolution of optical and
physiological inverse problems.14–17

Early efforts to compute measurement sensitivities include
the photon hitting density18 and the photon measurement density
function.19 These approaches use the diffusion approximation
to the RTE and have proven invaluable for diffuse optical tomo-
graphic imaging of thick tissues using near-infrared light 7,15,16

and provided a means for a priori measurement optimization.17

However, the limitations of the diffusion approximation prevent
the application of these methods on mesoscopic spatial scales
(i.e., spatial scales ≲l⋆ ¼ 1∕ðμa þ μ 0

sÞ) and in tissues when
scattering is not dominant over absorption as these conditions
often lead to light fields with a significant directional variation.
In these situations, conventional Monte Carlo simulations
of photon propagation have been leveraged to determine the
signal sensitivity to localized changes in tissue optical
properties.6,13,20–23 These approaches assess the sensitivity of
detected signals to local changes in optical absorption and/or
scattering as well as measurement parameters, such as
source-detector separation, source modulation frequency, and
source/detector numerical aperture.

While powerful, reliance on conventional Monte Carlo sim-
ulations to obtain optical sensitivities is inefficient. This ineffi-
ciency occurs because the probability of photon detection is
generally low and the probability that any given photon visits
the tissue region(s) of interest is also low. Thus, the resulting
three-dimensional (3-D) spatially resolved distributions provide
insufficient signal to noise, and they are often integrated over the
transverse dimensions and represented as depth-resolved
distributions20,22 or as 2-D projections of the complete 3-D
distribution.6,21–23 These reduced representations provide
limited, and sometimes misleading, views of the characteristics
of the probed tissue volume.
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To mitigate the shortcomings of these conventional Monte
Carlo approaches, we have developed an efficient Monte
Carlo framework to predict 3-D spatially resolved sensitivity
distributions. Our method performs the forward-adjoint
Monte Carlo simulations by launching photons from both opti-
cal sources and detectors to determine both forward-adjoint radi-
ance distributions. These two distributions are then coupled in
location and direction using the reciprocity properties of the
RTE24 to provide 3-D spatially resolved sensitivity distributions.
This coupled forward-adjoint Monte Carlo (cFAMC) framework
effectively computes the transport circuit of photons that migrate
between source and detector. Unlike conventional MC simula-
tions, cFAMC does not suffer from a loss of efficiency when
considering small detectors and/or target tissue volumes.25,26

cFAMC methods exploit the joint probability of both spatial
sampling of the tissue and subsequent detection from specific
tissue region(s) of interest (ROI). Separate simulations are per-
formed for these two aspects to compute the joint probability.25

This approach improves not only the signal to noise but also the
computational efficiency, especially in the case of detectors with
small dimensions and/or narrow apertures. However, rigorous
execution of cFAMC simulations requires both computation
of the forward-adjoint radiance distributions as well as spatial
and angular coupling of these distributions. Since these radiance
distributions are 5-D objects (3-D in space and 2-D in direction),
computational schemes must be designed carefully to reap
the rewards of the efficiencies inherent in the cFAMC simulation
approach as compared to conventional Monte Carlo (MC)
methods.

Hayakawa et al. first introduced the cFAMC methods in
the context of optical diagnostic measurements and inverse prob-
lems.25 However, a comprehensive approach to angular discretiza-
tion of the phase space was not implemented and 3-D spatially
resolved sensitivities were not determined. Forward-adjoint MC
methods have also been applied for improved simulations of fluo-
rescence imaging.13,26,27 However, in these studies, directional cou-
pling is not performed for the forward (excitation) and adjoint
(emission) light fields because fluorescence excitation and emis-
sion are assumed to be independent of the photon propagation
direction. Moreover, while these previous manuscripts provide
value, they offer few details regarding the implementation of the
algorithms required to execute the computations.

Here, we develop and detail a comprehensive MC framework
for the efficient evaluation and coupling of forward-adjoint radi-
ance distributions. We used this framework to examine the
effects of angular discretization on the accuracy of the resulting
spatially resolved sensitivity distributions. This examination is
performed in an optically thick homogeneous tissue model with
either highly scattering (μ 0

s∕μa ¼ 100) or moderately scattering
(μ 0

s∕μa ¼ 1) optical properties probed using a single fiber optic
source-detector pair. We consider both normally and obliquely
oriented detectors for source-detector separations of l⋆ and
3l⋆, where l⋆ is the transport mean free path. The consideration
of both moderately and highly scattering tissues at modest
source-detector separations provides insight regarding the
necessity of considering directional light transport in meso-
scopic tissue volumes.

2 Theory
We consider time-independent radiative transfer in a homo-
geneous tissue using the RTE

ŝ · ∇Lðr; ŝÞ þ μtLðr; ŝÞ

¼ μs

Z
4π
Lðr; ŝ 0Þpðŝ 0 → ŝÞdŝ 0 þQðr; ŝÞ; (1)

where the radiance Lðr; ŝÞ represents the radiant flux per unit
solid angle at position r ¼ ðx; y; zÞ traveling in direction
ŝ ¼ ðsx; sy; szÞ. The scattering and absorption coefficients are
μs and μa, respectively, and the total attenuation coefficient is
defined as μt ¼ μs þ μa. These coefficients have dimensions
of inverse length and represent the mean spatial frequency at
which these events occur. The scattering phase function pðŝ 0 →
ŝÞ is a probability density function that characterizes the direc-
tional redistribution of light that occurs during a single-scatter-
ing interaction, where ŝ 0 and ŝ are the incident and scattered
directions, respectively. Finally,Qðr; ŝÞ accounts for any interior
volumetric radiation sources. The unit-direction vector is
conveniently parametrized using spherical coordinates as

ŝ ¼ ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − μ2

p
cos ϕ;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − μ2

p
sin ϕ; μÞ, where μ is the cosine

of the polar angle θ and ϕ is the azimuthal angle. Therefore, the
3-D RTE is dependent on five variables, three that specify spatial
location and two that specify the direction of photon
propagation.

Using the principle of generalized reciprocity, the adjoint
RTE (aRTE) governs the backward transport of radiation
from a detector (or adjoint source) through the tissue 24,28

−ŝ · ∇L⋆ðr; ŝÞ þ μtL⋆ðr; ŝÞ

¼ μs

Z
4π
L⋆ðr; ŝ 0Þpðŝ → ŝ 0Þdŝ 0 þQ⋆ðr; ŝÞ; (2)

where L⋆ðr; ŝÞ and Q⋆ðr; ŝÞ are the adjoint radiance and adjoint
source, respectively. The aRTE provides a means to determine
the phase space locations within the tissue of importance to a
given optical detector. For this reason the adjoint radiance
L⋆ðr; ŝÞ has been referred to as the importance function.28

Additionally, the response, or signal, recorded by the detector
can be evaluated as

R ¼
ZZ

4π
Ξ⋆ðr; ŝÞLðr; ŝÞdr dŝ ¼

ZZ
4π
Ξðr; ŝÞL⋆ðr; ŝÞdr dŝ;

(3)

where Ξðr; ŝÞ and Ξ⋆ðr; ŝÞ are functions that describe the posi-
tion, size, and acceptance angle of the source and detector,
respectively.25,29 The importance function provided by
L⋆ðr; ŝÞ can be exploited through coupling with the forward
radiance to provide a distribution of the information density
or contribution30 for a given source-detector pair. This coupling
effectively completes the light transport circuit from source to
detector within the tissue. Coupling the forward-adjoint radian-
ces and integrating over the directional variables provides a 3-D
spatially resolved contributon distribution

σμaðrÞ ¼
Z
4π
Lðr; ŝÞL⋆ðr; ŝÞdŝ: (4)

This scalar contributon function is dependent only on posi-
tion and has been shown to be equivalent to the spatially
resolved absorption sensitivity function.14 Thus, we will refer
to the spatially resolved contributon simply as the absorption
sensitivity function. Integration of the absorption sensitivity
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function over the transverse dimensions ðx; yÞ is useful to assess
the cumulative depth-dependent sensitivity of a given source-
detector pair

ΣμaðzÞ ¼
ZZ

σμaðrÞdx dy: (5)

Thus, one motivation in developing a cFAMC framework is
to provide an efficient means to evaluate the spatially resolved
absorption sensitivity distribution. We also note that the compu-
tation of the contributon distribution provides a key element to
compute the spatially resolved scattering sensitivity function.14

We first describe how to compute the forward-adjoint radiances
for a given source-detector pair and spatial-angular discretiza-
tion. We then describe how the forward-adjoint radiances
are coupled and integrated to provide the spatially resolved
absorption sensitivity function [Eq. (4)].

3 Methods
The MC method is used to simulate the transport of many pho-
tons in turbid media using probability density functions that sat-
isfy the RTE.29,31,32 Using variance reduction techniques, each
photon can be considered as a photon packet in which weightW
decreases along its trajectory.29,31,32 We use the continuous
absorption weighting (CAW) method, which deposits energy
fragments continuously along each path segment between col-
lision locations. The use of CAW within a MC simulation has
been shown to provide unbiased estimates of the solution to the
radiative transport equation. 29 Thus, photon packets begin the
random walk with an initial unit weightW0 ¼ 1, and absorption
effectively deposits weight fragments ΔW throughout the
medium during the transport process. The trajectory of the
mth photon packet Tm contains Nm segments, where each dis-
crete segment n is defined by a collision location
rm;n ¼ ðxm;n; ym;n; zm;nÞ with weightWm;n, outward propagation
direction ŝm;n ¼ ðŝx;m;n; ŝy;m;n; ŝz;m;nÞ, and segment length lm;n
traveled to arrive at location rm;nþ1, such that
Tm;n ¼ frm;n;Wm;n; ŝm;n;lm;ng. We leverage the details of
these trajectory segments to continuously allocate weight frag-
ments ΔW to specific spatial-angular elements within the
medium. This approach enhances the spatially distributed infor-
mation obtained for internal RTE quantities31,32 while, at the
same time, increasing the computational cost. A key objective

of our framework is to reap the benefits of CAW for accurate
calculation of the forward-adjoint radiances, while retaining
computational efficiency.

In the following, we establish a ROI in which we determine
the spatially resolved absorption sensitivity function. We then
describe our algorithm to evaluate the 5-D radiance distribution
within the ROI using a CAW MC simulation. Lastly, we
describe how symmetries of the phase space can be leveraged
to further enhance both the computational accuracy and
efficiency.

3.1 Phase Space Representation

A discretized phase space is required to evaluate the radiances
using the discrete segments of the photon trajectories generated
by the MC simulation. However, increasing the granularity of
the phase space may not only increase the variance of the radi-
ance estimates, due to a reduction in the sample size for a given
bin, but also requires prohibitive amounts of memory. To alle-
viate the latter concern, we restrict our determination of the for-
ward-adjoint radiances to a ROI that occupies a subvolume of
the tissue domain in which the photons propagate. The imple-
mentation of the ROI allows for the computation and coupling
of the forward-adjoint light fields with high granularity, while
allowing photons to propagate throughout a much larger domain
that need not be discretized.

Figure 1 depicts a ROI in the form of a rectangular solid,
located within a volume bordering the surface of an optically
thick tissue. The optical probe employed to interrogate the tissue
provides light from a normally incident source and uses two
detectors located at the same location but with different orien-
tations. The ROI is composed of a uniform 5-D spatial-angular
mesh with volume elements (voxels) and solid angle elements of
dimension ΔxΔyΔz ¼ Δl3 and ΔμΔϕ, respectively. The total
number of discrete bins contained in the ROI is Ntot ¼
NxNyNzNμNϕ, where Nð·Þ is the number of elements for each
phase space variable. The volume of the ROI is lxlylz, where the
lengths are given by ðlx; ly; lzÞ ¼ ðNxΔl; NyΔl; NzΔlÞ, and the
subvolume of tissue that the ROI encloses is further defined by
the minimum vertex rmin. We denote each voxel in the ROI as
Δr ¼ ði; j; kÞ ∈ f½1; Nx�; ½1; Ny�; ½1; Nz�g, which encloses the
spatial locations r ¼ ðx; y; zÞ ∈ f½xmin þ ði − 1ÞΔl; xmin þ iΔl�;
½ymin þ ðj − 1ÞΔl; ymin þ jΔl�; ½zmin þ ðk − 1ÞΔl; zmin þ kΔl�g.

Photon packet m

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Illustration of the space-angle mesh contained in the region of interest (ROI) that is located within
the tissue volume (a). Each volume element (voxel) if further discretized in angle, where Δŝ ¼ ΔμΔϕ is a
solid angle element, which is depicted in the closeup view of a single voxel (a). Illustration of the trajectory
elements that photon packet m might experience during transport through the tissue (b).
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The photon direction is conveniently mapped to the two angular
variables specified on the unit sphere as described in Sec. 2,
where Δμ ¼ 2∕Nμ and Δϕ ¼ 2π∕Nϕ. Each solid angle element
is then specified as Δŝ ¼ ðu; vÞ ∈ f½1; Nμ�; ½1; Nϕ�g, which
spans the photon propagation directions with angular variables
μ ∈ ½ðu − 1ÞΔμ; uΔμ� and ϕ ∈ ½ðv − 1.5ÞΔϕ; ðv − 0.5ÞΔϕ�.
The boundaries of the ϕ bins are shifted by −0.5Δϕ, so that
ϕ values that are co-planar with the x-z and y-z planes occupy
the center of the angular bin. To preserve this feature, we restrict
the value of nϕ to multiples of 4.

Using the spatial-angular mesh, both the discrete forward-
adjoint radiances, LðΔr;ΔŝÞ and L⋆ðΔr;ΔŝÞ, respectively,
can be estimated within the ROI. The absorption sensitivity
at any given discrete locationΔri;j;k is then obtained by coupling
these radiances and integrating them over the solid angle ele-
ments Δŝ via a discrete analog of Eq. (4)

σμaðΔri;j;kÞ

¼
XNμ

u¼1

XNϕ

v¼1

LðΔri;j;k;Δŝu;vÞL⋆ðΔri;j;k;Δŝu;vÞΔμuΔϕv:

(6)

In the following section, we provide the algorithmic details
of our approach to evaluate the radiances.

3.2 Radiance Evaluation

To understand how the radiance is evaluated from the detailed
information of a CAW-MC simulation, we must consider the
specific characteristics of Tm;n, which records information per-
taining to the n’th segment of the m’th photon packet and spec-
ifies its location rm;n, weight Wm;n, and direction ŝm;n from
which the photon moves a length lm;n to location rm;nþ1

with weight Wm;nþ1 ¼ Wm;n expð−μalm;nÞ. It is from the loca-
tion specified by Tm;nþ1 that the photon begins the next seg-
ment. Using the trajectories that result from Nhν photon
packets, the radiance is tallied for each segment and the photon
traces within the ROI. For photon segments that take place
within a single voxel, the radiance tally can be computed using

LðΔr;ΔŝÞ ¼ 1

NhνΔl3ΔμΔϕ

XNhν

m¼1

XNm

n¼1

ΔWm;nðΔri;j;k;Δŝu;vÞ
μaðΔri;j;kÞ

:

(7)

According to Eq. (7), the n’th segment of the m’th photon
packet deposits a weight fragment ΔWm;n ¼ Wm;n −Wm;nþ1 ¼
Wm;n½1 − expð−μalm;nÞ� in the space-angle element
½Δri;j;k;Δŝu;v�, and the ratio of the deposited weight to the
absorption coefficient is tallied to the radiance within the
corresponding spatial.

However, Eq. (7) does not consider photon segments Tm;n
that span multiple voxels. This case is important because accu-
rate MC estimation of the radiance distribution requires a spatial
discretization with voxel dimension Δl that is comparable to or
less than the scattering length ls ¼ 1∕μs.31 In CAW, the seg-
ment length that the photon packet traverses between its n’th
and ðnþ 1Þ’th collisions is sampled from lm;n ¼ − lnðξÞ∕μs,
where ξ is a random value between 0 and 1. Thus, it is likely
that many photon segments lm;n will span multiple volume ele-
ments. To obtain radiance estimates in this case, we must deposit

the appropriate weight fragments ΔWm;n;p in each of the p vox-
els traversed by photon segment Tm;n. The consideration of this
detail requires great care when using CAW-MC to obtain accu-
rate internal RTE quantities. To account for these events, Eq. (7)
is reformulated as follows:

LðΔr;ΔŝÞ¼ 1

NhνΔl3ΔμΔϕ

XNhν

m¼1

XNm

n¼1

XNn

p¼0

ΔWm;n;pðΔri;j;k;Δŝu;vÞ
μaðΔri;j;kÞ

;

(8)

where Nn is the number of photon segment voxel intersections.
Equation (8) provides the radiance by properly considering

each voxel that is traversed by the photon segment Tm;n.
However, this requires a method to compute each of the indi-
vidual weight fragments ΔWm;n;p and the corresponding
voxel indices ði; j; kÞ for each subsegment. Moreover, we
must map the photon direction ŝm;n for segment Tm;n to the
proper solid angle bin ðu; vÞ. To efficiently evaluate ΔWm;n;p
required for Eq. (8), we utilize the intersection(s) of the photon
segment Tm;n with the spatial mesh of the ROI. Using these seg-
ment-mesh intersection locations rm;n;p, we evaluate a series of
cumulative segment lengths lm;n;p ¼ krm;n;p − rm;nk, relative to
rm;n. This allows the photon weight at the segment-mesh inter-
sections to be determined as Wm;n;p ¼ Wm;n expð−μalm;n;pÞ.
Finally, the evaluation of the deposited weight fragments
ΔWm;n;p requires the successive photon weights, that is,
Wm;n;pþ1 and Wm;n;p. Therefore, if the lengths lm;n;p are deter-
mined sequentially, the calculation of the deposited weight
fragments follows easily.

To efficiently compute both lm;n;p and the unique Δri;j;k
voxel that correspond to weight fragment ΔWm;n;p, we devel-
oped an algorithm that directly computes a complete, but unor-
dered, list of cumulative segment lengths lm;n;q. The ordering of
this list then provides the proper sequence of cumulative seg-
ment lengths lm;n;p. Additionally, details are extracted from
each segment-mesh intersection to provide a map of the
voxel indices traversed by segment Tm;n. This approach pro-
vides for a more efficient procedure as compared to determining
the segments of Tm;n by tracing the trajectory of the photon
segment through the spatial mesh of the ROI.

Our procedure begins by leveraging the voxel indices that
correspond to collision locations rm;n and rm;nþ1. These indices
are evaluated as

Δrðrm;nÞ ¼
�
rm;n − rmin

Δl

�
; (9)

where d·e is the ceiling function. The absolute difference
between these indices provides the number of segment-voxel
intersections for each spatial dimension as

η ¼ ðηx; ηy; ηzÞ ¼ jΔrðrm;nÞ − Δrðrm;nþ1Þj; (10)

where the number of photon segment-voxel intersections is
given by Nn ¼ η · ð1; 1; 1Þ. To determine the intersection loca-
tion(s) along the x-direction, xm;n;q, we leverage the uniformity
of the spatial mesh as

xm;n;q ¼ xmin þ fim;n − 1þ bŝx;m;nc þ q sgnðŝx;m;nÞgΔl;
(11)
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where b·c is the floor function and q ¼ ½1; ηx� is the range of
x-intersections. Using a similar approach, we determine the
number of y-voxel intersections using

ym;n;q ¼ ymin þ fjm;n − 1þ bŝy;m;nc
þ ðq − ηxÞsgnðŝy;m;nÞgΔl; (12)

where the value(s) of q ¼ ½ηx þ 1; ηx þ ηy�, and the number of z-
voxel intersections as

zm;n;q ¼ zmin þ fkm;n − 1þ bŝz;m;nc
þ ðq − ηx − ηyÞsgnðŝz;m;nÞgΔl; (13)

where the value(s) of q ¼ ½ηx þ ηy þ 1; Nn�. The unordered list
of cumulative segment lengths is first populated with values

lm;n;q ¼ xm;n;q − xm;n

ŝx;m;n
: (14)

This procedure is then repeated for both the y and z spatial
variables to complete the list of lm;n;q. However, as previously
described, the evaluation of the cumulative lengths alone does
not provide sufficient information to tally the radiance.
Therefore, the length lm;n;q is stored in a structured array
along with the unit vector collinear with the photon propagation
direction and the mesh intersection spatial dimension. These val-
ues provide both the spatial dimension and direction of the seg-
ment-voxel intersection. For example, x-voxel intersection has a
collinear unit vector ½sgnðŝx;m;nÞ; 0; 0�. Next, the qsort algo-
rithm33 is employed to produce the ordered list lm;n;p by sorting
the structured data array according to ascending cumulative seg-
ment length lm;n;q.

Figure 2 provides a 2-D representation of this process in the
x-z plane. Beginning with the photon segment Tm;n, the unor-
dered cumulative segment lengths lm;n;q are evaluated along
with their collinear unitvectors. These data are first sorted to pro-
vide the contiguous cumulative segments lm;n;p. The corre-
sponding weight fragments are then determined and tallied to
the appropriate spatial-angular bin. The first weight fragment
is denoted as ΔWm;n;p¼0 ¼ Wm;n −Wm;n;p¼1 and contributes
to Δrðrm;nÞ. The voxel indices for the p ¼ 1 subsegment is
then determined by addition of the collinear unitvector corre-
sponding to lm;n;p¼1 to Δrðrm;nÞ. The weight fragment
ΔWm;n;p¼1 ¼ Wm;n;p¼1 −Wm;n;p¼2 contributes to this updated
voxel index, and the process of updating the voxel index

and tallying the weight fragments ΔWm;n;p is repeated
until p ¼ Nn − 1. The last subsegment where p ¼ Nn assigns
the weight fragment ΔWm;n;p¼Nn

¼ Wm;n;p¼Nn
−Wm;nþ1

to Δrðrm;nþ1Þ.
This algorithm efficiently evaluates the radiance using CAW,

through the proper determination of the subsegment weight
fragments ΔWm;n;p and the assignment to the appropriate spa-
tial-angular element ðΔri;j;k;Δŝu;vÞ. In cases where the source-
detector pair lies in a single plane that is orthogonal to the tissue
surface, the forward-adjoint radiances exhibit even symmetry
about this plane, and we can exploit this symmetry to reduce
the memory requirements of the cFAMC simulation. In this
study, we consider cases where the source-detector pair lies
in the x-z plane. In all these cases, the radiances exhibit even
symmetry with respect to y, that is,

Lðx; y; z; ŝx; ŝy; ŝzÞ ¼ Lðx;−y; z; ŝx;−ŝy; ŝzÞ: (15)

This relationship allows us to replace the physical ROI with a
memory-reduced computational ROI, while simultaneously
increasing the quantity of photon tallies that contribute to the
radiance in any given bin.

The proper utilization of this symmetry relationship reduces
the memory requirements by nearly a factor of 2 and improves
overall computational efficiency.

While this approach to evaluate the radiance applies to both
forward-adjoint photon transfers, it is necessary to distinguish
between forward-adjoint simulations. While a separate MC
code could be developed for adjoint photon propagation from
adjoint sources, this is not necessary. Rather, we leverage the
reciprocity relationship of the forward-adjoint radiances24

L⋆ðr;−ŝÞ ¼ Lðr; ŝÞ; (16)

which applies when Q⋆ðr;−ŝÞ ¼ Qðr; ŝÞ. Therefore, the algo-
rithms that execute forward MC simulations can be used to per-
form adjoint simulations by constructing a source function using
Q⋆ðr;−ŝÞ and evaluating the adjoint radiance using Eq. (16) on
a photon-by-photon basis.

Following the determination of both forward-adjoint radian-
ces for a given source-detector pair, the spatial distribution of the
sensitivity is determined using Eq. (6). Moreover, the radiance
resulting from a single forward simulation can be reused to cou-
ple with multiple adjoint radiances provided by different detec-
tor configurations, that is, changing the detector orientation and/
or position.

Fig. 2 Illustration of the algorithm used to account for multiple voxel intersections, shown in 2-D for con-
venience. Using the segment length ln , the unsorted cumulative segment lengths ln;q are determined for
each spatial dimension. This list of lengths is sorted to provide the ordered cumulative segment lengths
ln;p . Moreover, the details regarding each mesh intersection direction are used to provide a map that
traverses the voxel indices for efficient tallying, illustrated by the color-coded intersection points.
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4 Model Tissue Probe
Using this cFAMC method, we analyze the absorption sensitiv-
ity distribution when using specific source-detector configura-
tions to probe a model tissue. We also consider the impact of
angular discretization of the phase space on the accuracy of
these computations. Specifically, we examine an optically
thick homogeneous tissue that we model as a half-space with
two sets of optical coefficients corresponding to highly scatter-
ing (μ 0

s∕μa ¼ 100) and moderately scattering (μ 0
s∕μa ¼ 1) cases,

where the transport scattering coefficient, μ 0
s ¼ μsð1 − gÞ, gives

rise to the transport mean free path, l⋆ ¼ 1∕ðμa þ μ 0
sÞ, which

we set to 1 mm. We employ a Henyey–Greenstein scattering
phase function with a forward-directed scattering anisotropy
of g ¼ 0.8 and a refractive index mismatch of n ¼ 1.4 character-
istic of a tissue/air interface.

We model the light source as a narrow collimated Gaussian
beam normally incident on the tissue surface, with radius ρi ¼
l⋆∕10 ¼ 100 μm and numerical aperture NA ¼ 0.12. We con-
sider the collection of remitted light at source-detector separa-
tion distances ρsds ¼ l⋆ and 3l⋆. For these locations, we
consider two detection angles α ¼ 0 and 30 deg with respect
to the outward-pointing surface normal. The detectors possess
the same dimension and NA as the source. Figure 3 provides a
schematic of the tissue and probe geometry along with a depic-
tion of characteristic cross sections of forward-adjoint radiance
distributions. These cross sections depict light fields that tran-
sition from highly asymmetric distributions proximal to the
source/detector to more diffuse/isotropic distributions at distal
locations.

4.1 Simulation Details

We compute the forward-adjoint radiances and the resulting
absorption sensitivity distributions using four levels of angular
discretization. These levels and descriptive names are provided
in Table 1. We consider the highest level of angular discretiza-
tion (fine) to provide the most accurate radiances and associated
sensitivity distributions. Thus, we will compare the three other
levels of angular discretization to the fine case. The case of no
angular discretization is an important one as this corresponds to
a calculation where the forward-adjoint light fields are modeled
as a scalar density function without any angular variation.

To obtain the results shown below, we launched 108 photons
or 109 photons for each forward-adjoint simulation in the
cases of highly (μ 0

s∕μa ¼ 100) or moderately scattering media
(μ 0

s∕μa ¼ 1), respectively. More photons were required in the
moderately scattering case since the increased absorption and
decreased scattering led to a reduced angular dispersion of
the photon propagation direction. Additionally, we use the tech-
nique of Russian Roulette to reduce the variance and runtime of
the simulations,31 where photons with a weight less than 0.0001
have a 10% chance of survival.

Simulations that employ a source-detector separation ρsds ¼
l⋆ are performed with a voxel dimension of Δl ¼ 0.02l⋆, and
the physical ROI has dimensions of 1.8l⋆ × 1.38l⋆ × 1.8l⋆ for
a total volume of 4.47l⋆3

. This results in a computational ROI
with a total number of bins Ntot ¼ nμnϕ × 90 × 35 × 90
¼ nŝ × 2.835 × 105. Simulations using the larger source-detec-
tor separation ρsds ¼ 3l⋆ employ a larger voxel size of
Δl ¼ 0.03l⋆ to accommodate the larger ROI of
5.4l⋆ × 4.11l⋆ × 5.4l⋆ with volume 120l⋆3

. This provides
a computational ROI with Ntot ¼ nμnϕ × 180 × 69 × 180
¼ nŝ × 2.2356 × 106. Given the voxel dimensions and the
ROI, the memory required for a single radiance estimate, as
a function of the solid angle discretization, is nŝ × 2.268 MB
for ρsds ¼ l⋆ and nŝ × 17.9 MB for ρsds ¼ 3l⋆, using double
precision floating point numbers.

5 Results and Discussions
In the results that follow, we provide orthogonal slices of the 3-D
spatially resolved absorption sensitivity along the x-z plane at
y ¼ 0 (symmetry plane) and the y-z plane at x ¼ ρsds∕2,
which represent the midplane between source and detector.
These 2-D views of the sensitivity distributions allow the exami-
nation of the impact of angular discretization on the computa-
tions. These views are displayed using colormaps on a Log10
scale using fine angular discretization ½ðnμ; nϕÞ ¼ ð32; 64Þ�,
with an overlay of contours that are computed using no
½ðnμ; nϕÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ� and coarse ½ðnμ; nϕÞ ¼ ð2; 4Þ� angular discre-
tization levels. We further provide the transverse integrated sen-
sitivity distribution ΣμaðzÞ [Eq. (5)] that is solely a function of
depth z, and the results for the moderate angular discretization
½ðnμ; nϕÞ ¼ ð8; 16Þ� are included in these plots. Moreover, we
compute the depth sensitivity distribution, ΣμaðzÞ, using the
photon hitting density,18 where the absorption sensitivity is
approximated by the product of forward-adjoint fluence distri-
butions provided by the standard diffusion approximation. We
compute these distributions using an exponentially distributed
source and treat the boundary condition at the tissue surface
using the method of images.34 Using these comparisons, we ana-
lyze how the degree of angular discretization impacts the

Fig. 3 Illustration of the model tissue with a single source and two
detectors at different distances and two detection angles.
Additionally, characteristic forward and adjoint radiance cross sec-
tions are displayed for the source and normally oriented detectors.
The forward and adjoint radiances display the high degree of direction
anisotropy in locations near the source/detector.

Table 1 Levels of angular discretization used in cFAMC simulations.

Description nμ nϕ nŝ

None 1 1 1

Coarse 2 4 8

Moderate 8 16 128

Fine 32 64 2048
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accuracy of the sensitivity distributions for the various source-
detector configurations and sets of optical properties. The level
of agreement between results obtained using different levels of
angular discretization indicates the degree of angular anisotropy
of the coupled forward-adjoint light fields associated with the
measurement under consideration.

Prior to analyzing the sensitivity maps provided by our
cFAMC framework, we compare the quality of the cFAMC sim-
ulation results in relation to those computed using conventional
MC simulations using an identical number of launched photons.
Figure 4 displays the comparisons of the spatially resolved
absorption sensitivity σμaðrÞ and depth-resolved cumulative
sensitivity ΣμaðzÞ distributions for a normally oriented detector
with a source-detector separation, ρsds ¼ l⋆. The cFAMC
results are provided using fine angular discretization
½ðnμ; nϕÞ ¼ ð32; 64Þ�. Each approach used an equivalent number
of photons, where the total number of photons for the highly and
moderately scattering media is 2 × 108 and 2 × 109, respec-
tively. cFAMC uses half of this total quantity of photons for
each forward and adjoint simulation, while the conventional
approach launches all the photons from the source. cFAMC
requires less than 1% more computational time than the conven-
tional approach due to the additional overhead of the angular
discretization and the forward-adjoint coupling step.
However, it is important to note that we leverage key elements
of our cFAMC framework, such as the use of photon tracking
through the spatial mesh and the ROI, for the conventional MC
computations as well. Thus, the additional overhead of cFAMC

is solely due to the angular discretization and forward-adjoint
coupling, which are small in relation to the photon tracking
within the spatial mesh. The results provided in Figs. 4(a),
4(b), 4(d), and 4(e) show the dramatically enhanced spatial
information obtained when using cFAMC as compared to a con-
ventional MC approach. Additionally, the depth-resolved cumu-
lative sensitivities provided in Fig. 4(c) and 4(f) display both
improved signal to noise with the use of cFAMC and equiva-
lence of the results provided by cFAMC and conventional
MC approaches.

5.1 Highly Scattering Media µ 0
s∕µa ¼100

We first consider a highly scattering medium probed using a
source-detector separation, ρsds ¼ 3l⋆. Figures 5(a) to 5(c) dis-
play the spatially resolved absorption sensitivity σμaðrÞ and
depth-resolved cumulative sensitivity ΣμaðzÞ distributions for
the normally oriented detector, while Figs. 5(d) to 5(f) display
these same results for an oblique detector oriented at
α ¼ 30 deg. Purely diffusive coupled forward-adjoint light
transport occurs in locations where the computation of the sen-
sitivity distribution is relatively unaffected by the degree of
angular discretization used. In Figs. 5(a), 5(b), 5(d), and 5(e),
this occurs at depths z > 2l⋆ and lateral locations y > l⋆

for both normal and angled detectors. However, for depths z <
2l⋆ and lateral locations y < l⋆, the use of no or coarse angular
discretization under predicts the sensitivity distribution. The use
of coarse angular discretization also under predicts the
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Fig. 4 Spatially resolved absorption sensitivity distributions are displayed on a Log10 scale for ρsds ¼ l⋆

and α ¼ 0 deg for highly scattering media μ 0
s∕μa ¼ 100 (a–c) and moderately scattering media μ 0

s∕μa ¼ 1
(d–f). Distributions are displayed for the x -z plane at y ¼ 0 (a, b, d, and e) for cFAMC (a, d) and the
conventional approach (b, e). The corresponding depth-dependent cumulative absorption sensitivity
is plotted for both approaches (c, f).
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sensitivity distribution in the superficial region between the
source and detector as seen in Figs. 5(a), 5(b), 5(d), and 5(e).
However, the results of Figs. 5(c) and 5(f) show that the
depth-resolved absorption sensitivity provided by coarse
discretization agrees well with the calculations obtained using
both moderate and fine angular discretizations. Figures 5(c)
and 5(f) also display the photon hitting density,18 which substan-
tially underpredicts the sensitivity for z ≲ 3l⋆ for both normal
and oblique detections. These predictions are noticeably poorer
than those obtained using no angular discretization. This is the
case as the photon hitting density not only ignores any angular
dependence in the radiance but also utilizes the standard diffu-
sion approximation to compute the forward and adjoint light
fields, which behave poorly near boundaries and collimated
sources/detectors. Comparison of Figs. 5(c) and 5(f) reveals
that while the angled detector increases the sensitivity to super-
ficial tissue structures, the differences observed between various
angular discretization levels are similar. This is due to the high
level of scattering, which effectively randomizes the photon
propagation directions over small distances.

Figure 6 displays the sensitivity distributions for source-
detector separation, ρsds ¼ l⋆. In this case, the forward and
adjoint radiances possess much greater directional dependence
as compared to the ρsds ¼ 3l⋆ case considered above. An
examination of Figs. 6(a), 6(b), 6(d), and 6(e) reveal that the
computations made with no angular discretization result in sig-
nificant overestimations of the penetration and underestimation
of the magnitude of the absorption sensitivity distribution. The

underestimation of the sensitivity distribution at proximal
depths is due to strongly direction-dependent radiance coupling
at locations in the immediate vicinity of the source/detector. By
contrast, sensitivity overestimation at further distances from
either the source or detector arises from coupling of one strongly
directed light field with the other that has become more direc-
tionally randomized. This latter scenario reduces the sensitivity,
while the coupling of two isotropic fields produces an overesti-
mation. This is consistent with recent computations that have
shown the localized persistence of a strong directional depend-
ence in the radiance distribution at distances up to 3l⋆ from
collimated sources at a depth of l⋆ in strongly scattering
media.35

The use of coarse discretization provides marked improve-
ments in prediction accuracy that begins to resemble the results
obtained using fine angular discretization. This is displayed in
the spatially resolved cross sections at depths z > l⋆ and lateral
positions beyond the source and/or detector. However, Figs. 6(c)
and 6(f) show that the coarse angular discretization still overes-
timates the cumulative absorption sensitivity distribution as a
function of depth. Figure 6(f) shows that this overestimation
is more prominent in the case of oblique detection. In the
case of normal detection, Fig. 6(c) shows that the depth-depen-
dent absorption sensitivity calculated using moderate angular
discretization is in strong agreement with results computed
using fine discretization. However, Fig. 6(f) shows the use
of moderate angular discretization for the case of oblique
detection overpredicts the results provided using fine angular
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Fig. 5 Spatially resolved absorption sensitivity distributions are displayed on a Log10 scale for highly
scattering media μ 0

s∕μa ¼ 100 with ρsds ¼ 3l⋆ for α ¼ 0 deg (a–c) and α ¼ 30 deg (d–f).
Distributions are displayed for the x -z plane at y ¼ 0 (a, d) and the y -z plane at x ¼ ρsds∕2 (b, e)
where the colormap provides the results obtained using fine angular discretization. The corresponding
depth-dependent cumulative absorption sensitivity is plotted for the four angular discretization cases and
the photon hitting density (PHD) (c, f).
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discretization for depths z ≲ l⋆∕2. The lack of agreement
between the absorption sensitivity functions computed using
different degrees of angular discretization demonstrates the
high degree of angular anisotropy in both the forward and
adjoint light fields at depths up to 2l⋆, when using source-
detector separations on the order of l⋆. Of particular signifi-
cance is the misleading picture of the absorption sensitivity
obtained when using no angular discretization. These results
consistently underestimate the sensitivity to superficial tissue
regions while overestimating the sensitivity to deeper
(z > l⋆∕2) tissue volumes. Moreover, the results provided by
the photon hitting density for the depth-dependent cumulative
absorption sensitivity dramatically underpredict those of
cFAMC, and agreement between the diffuse predictions with
MC occurs at depths beyond the ROI. These photon hitting den-
sity results are consistent with the poor fluence estimates
obtained using low-order approximations of light transport
resulting from narrow beam irradiation of highly scattering
media near the source and boundaries.36,37

5.2 Moderately Scattering Media µ 0
s∕µa ¼1

When considering moderately scattering media (μ 0
s∕μa ¼ 1), we

see that the reduction in scattering relative to absorption serves to
reduce the angular dispersion of the photon propagation direction
and results in increased anisotropy of the forward/adjoint
radiances relative to highly scattering media. Figure 7 displays
the absorption sensitivity distributions in moderately scattering
media for a source-detector separation of ρsds ¼ 3l⋆.

Examination of Figs. 7(a), 7(b), 7(d), and 7(e) reveals that for
both normal and oblique detections, the use of no angular discre-
tization leads to an overprediction of the absorption sensitivity at
large depths and lateral positions and an underestimation of the
sensitivity in regions proximal to the source/detector as well as in
the proximal region between the source and detector. This
underestimation at proximal locations and overestimation at dis-
tal locations occur via the same mechanism observed in Fig. 6.
Specifically, both the forward and adjoint light fields are highly
directionally dependent, which leads to an underestimation of the
sensitivity distribution in the proximal region of the source/detec-
tor and overestimations at distal locations. Due to the reduction in
scattering relative to absorption in this case, the overestimations
extend over a larger region since directional dependence of the
radiance persists over an extended region.35

Figures 7(c) and 7(f) display the depth-dependent absorption
sensitivity in the cases of normal and oblique detections, respec-
tively. These results emphasize the need for fine angular discre-
tization to obtain accurate results due to the persistent
directional nature of the forward-adjoint light fields in this
case. While the use of coarse discretization provides improved
results for proximal depths z ≤ 1.5l⋆, the predictions for depths
z > 1.5l⋆ are still overpredicted and are more pronounced
when using oblique detection [Fig. 7(f)]. We also show results
using the photon hitting density that dramatically underpredicts
those of cFAMC at superficial depths. This is not surprising
since the standard diffusion approximation, upon which the pho-
ton hitting density is based, is not valid for the case of moder-
ately scattering media. Although it appears that the photon
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Fig. 6 Spatially resolved absorption sensitivity distributions are displayed on a Log10 scale for highly
scattering media μ 0

s∕μa ¼ 100 with ρsds ¼ l⋆ for α ¼ 0 deg (a–c) and α ¼ 30 deg (d–f). Distributions
are displayed for the x -z plane at y ¼ 0 (a, d) and the y -z plane at x ¼ ρsds∕2 (b, e), where the colormap
provides the results obtained using fine angular discretization. The corresponding depth-dependent
cumulative absorption sensitivity is plotted for the four angular discretization cases and the PHD (c, f).
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hitting density predictions converge with the cFAMC predic-
tions at depths z > 3l⋆, this is in fact not the case, and the pre-
dictions diverge at larger depths. This divergence leads to an
overprediction relative to the cFAMC results and is consistent
with fluence predictions in moderately scattering media.37

These results also demonstrate the effectiveness of using oblique
detection to enhance the sensitivity to superficial tissues regions.
In fact, the comparison of Fig. 7(f) with Fig. 7(c) shows that the
peak absorption sensitivity in the superficial tissue region pre-
dicted using fine angular discretization is enhanced nearly two-
fold even when using ρsds ¼ 3l⋆.

We conclude by examining the absorption sensitivity results
for moderately scattering media at a source-detector separation
ρsds ¼ l⋆ in Fig. 8. Similar to the ρsds ¼ 3l⋆ case, Fig. 8 shows
that the use of no angular discretization when coupling the for-
ward-adjoint light fields consistently provides incorrect sensitiv-
ity distributions. Likewise, the use of coarse angular
discretization improves the calculations but remains inaccurate
for all locations. Moreover, the resulting depth-dependent sen-
sitivity distributions are inaccurate regardless of detector orien-
tation. Figures 8(c) and 8(f) provide results that display
improvements when using a moderate level of angular discreti-
zation ðμ;ϕÞ ¼ ð8; 16Þ but still overpredicts the results relative
to those computed using fine angular discretization at superficial
depths z ≲ 1.5l⋆. Moreover, the inaccuracies in using the pho-
ton hitting density are exacerbated for this shorter source-detec-
tor separation and again did not converge with cFAMC
computations even at distal locations beyond the ROI. The

differences in the results obtained using moderate and fine
angular discretizations in Fig. 8(f) are amplified when using
oblique detection as compared to normal detection shown in
Fig. 8(c). Furthermore, similar to the ρsds ¼ 3l⋆ case, the
oblique detector is nearly twice as sensitive to the superficial
region of the moderately scattering turbid medium, as seen
by comparison of the peak values of the depth-dependent
absorption sensitivity distributions.

5.3 Relevance of Coupled Forward-Adjoint Monte
Carlo and Applications

Using our cFAMC framework, we have provided absorption
sensitivity distributions computed using various levels of angu-
lar discretization for a homogeneous tissue sample. However, it
is important to note that the proposed cFAMC framework can be
applied to heterogeneous tissues with arbitrary boundaries.
These results display the importance of angular discretization
to obtain accurate predictions of coupled forward-adjoint
light fields. Thus, accounting for the detailed directional
dependence of light transport is critical when using optical diag-
nostic methods to probe mesoscopic tissue volumes. Such con-
siderations are particularly important for moderately scattering
media, that is, when probing tissues using visible wavelengths,
as the tissue is less effective in randomizing the direction of light
transport. This has the effect of extending the spatial region over
which detailed consideration of directional light transport is
required. Furthermore, the use of fine angular discretization
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Fig. 7 Spatially resolved absorption sensitivity distributions are displayed on a Log10 scale for moder-
ately scattering media μ 0

s∕μa ¼ 1 with ρsds ¼ 3l⋆ for α ¼ 0 deg (a–c) and α ¼ 30 deg (d–f). Distributions
are displayed for the x -z plane at y ¼ 0 (a, d) and the y -z plane at x ¼ ρsds∕2 (b, e), where the colormap
provides the results obtained using fine angular discretization. The corresponding depth-dependent
cumulative absorption sensitivity is plotted for the four angular discretization cases and the PHD (c, f).
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may be insufficient in certain spatial locations. Future work will
examine the use of spatially varying angular discretization
schemes and/or adopt other means of angular discretization38

as a means to improve the computational efficiency and accu-
racy. Moreover, the underlying computational efficiency of the
cFAMC methods may be enhanced further by adopting
advanced methods for photon propagation and tallying such
as next event estimation.39,40

Our cFAMC framework is also of value to analyze light
transport over macroscopic spatial scales, even though the
need for angular discretization may be limited to locations
near boundaries and collimated sources/detectors. For example,
the use of the ROI in which to compute and couple forward-
adjoint light fields, as well as our novel method for the tracking
and weight deposition of the photon paths within the ROI, pro-
vides computational efficiencies regardless of the transport
domain under consideration.

The accurate computation of the absorption sensitivity dis-
tributions is not only important in the resolution of inverse prob-
lems but can also be used to assess the efficacy of different
measurement configurations and/or wavelengths to probe local-
ized tissue regions. For example, the determination of the spec-
tral variation of sensitivity functions can identify those
wavelengths that give the best contrast in their sensitivity dis-
tribution and in turn aid the a priori design of measurements
for functional optical imaging. For example, such a tool
could provide enhanced optical specificity in high-density

optical tomography,41 while reducing the number of source-
detector pairs needed for the tomographic inverse problem.

While consideration of the absorption sensitivity has domi-
nated the field of diffuse optical tomography,14 the cFAMC
approach can also provide a means to efficiently compute the
scattering sensitivity and enable an evaluation of a given
source-detector configuration to detect structural modifications
of the cellular and extra cellular compositions.14 Furthermore,
higher order light transport approximations that provide more
accurate assessments than the diffusion approximation have
been shown to enhance the tomographic reconstruction of
absorptions and scattering42 and bioluminescence.43 Thus, the
transport rigorous approach that cFAMC offers can provide
important improvements for these optical imaging modalities.

6 Conclusion
We have introduced a cFAMC framework to evaluate the spa-
tially resolved absorption sensitivity distribution within turbid
media for various source-detector configurations. This frame-
work is designed to efficiently compute both spatially and angu-
larly resolved light fields, the radiances, for both the forward-
adjoint transport problems within a ROI. We applied this frame-
work to study the effects of angular discretization for coupled
light transport problems with source-detector separations rang-
ing from a transport mean free path, l⋆ to 3l⋆ in both highly
and moderately scattering media. Furthermore, both normally
and obliquely orientated detectors were examined to analyze
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Fig. 8 Spatially resolved absorption sensitivity distributions are displayed on a Log10 scale for moder-
ately scattering media μ 0

s∕μa ¼ 1 with ρsds ¼ l⋆ for α ¼ 0 deg (a–c) and α ¼ 30 deg (d–f). Distributions
are displayed for the x -z plane at y ¼ 0 (a, d) and the y -z plane at x ¼ ρsds∕2 (b, e), where the colormap
provides the results obtained using fine angular discretization. The corresponding depth-dependent
cumulative absorption sensitivity is plotted for the four angular discretization cases and the PHD (c, f).
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the effects of angular anisotropy on photon transport between
source and detector.

Our results demonstrate that the assumption of quasi-iso-
tropic light fields for evaluating the spatially resolved sensitivity
distributions can produce poor quality results. For most circum-
stances considered here, the use of a minimally anisotropic mesh
of the radiant fields provides inaccurate predictions. The
cFAMC framework provides a mechanism to study the direc-
tionally dependent transport of light in mesoscopic turbid sys-
tems, which has importance in measurement design and inverse
problems. Thus, this approach provides sensitivity distributions
in the mesoscopic regime that cannot be addressed using
classical diffusion-based approaches.18,19 Moreover, the use of
both forward-adjoint radiances provides a more efficient
approach in terms of computational time in relation to conven-
tional MC simulations.21
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